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Abstract— In this paper, we present a robotic system to
automatically perform defect inspection tasks over free-form
specular surfaces, which the image acquisition sub-system is
equipped with a 6-DOF robot manipulator to achieve flexible
scanning. Given the mesh model of the workpiece, we implement
K-means based region segmentation algorithm on the point
cloud after preprocessing. Then, we take the smooth regions
as input to plan the scanning path. A projection registration
method that robustly localizes the object in the robot’s frame is
proposed for real-time workpiece localization. According to the
optical features of the high-resolution line scan, we design an
image processing pipeline to detect defects from the captured
images. We report a detailed experimental study to validate the
proposed methodology.

I. INTRODUCTION
Surface inspection is important in modern manufacturing

because defects severely affect the value and quality of
products. The common practice of many factories is still
to hire numerous workers to perform the inspection task
manually, which is costly and time-consuming, and the
performance can be very subjective. Based on machine vision
[1], several automatic inspection systems in various fields
have been proposed, such as railway surfaces [2], automotive
exterior body parts [3], and steel surfaces [4].

A typical setup of an automatic vision inspection system
in a production line is shown in Fig. 1(a), where a cam-
era is mounted on top of the workspace to scan objects
continuously. [5] proposed a fast fabric inspection system
focusing on objects with a continuous stream, such as paper
and plywood. [6] used matrix cameras instead of linear ones
with 1 mm2 resolution to deal with continuous flat metallic
products in the production line. [7] adopted a diffusion-
lighting system to avoid the strong reflections from the
surface of car’s body. Using a rotating table with a fixed
scan camera is another common setup, as shown in Fig.
1(b). The camera can capture multiple images of parts from
different angles with this setting. [8] used an industrial
camera and coaxial area lighting to scan smooth products
on an electronically controlled rotary table. [9] used a high-
resolution line camera to scan cultural heritage objects, with
a table that rotates 5 degrees after each scan.

The common feature of the above two methods is a fixed
camera with a moving object, making it only suitable for
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Fig. 1: Two typical inspection setups in production line: (a) Mount
the camera on top and capture continuous flat plane, (b) Capture
images of different angles with a object on a rotary table.

certain standard shaped objects. However, free-form parts
(a surface normal that is continuous almost everywhere
except at vertices, edges, and cusps [10]) are widespread
in industrial production, while neither of them can deal
with this issue. Considering the camera settings and real
inspection conditions, we concentrate on convex free-form
objects [11] in this paper. To enable a flexible scanning path
for general free-form surfaces, we try to combine the robotic
manipulator with the image acquisition module of machine
vision.

Focusing on automatic defect inspection issues over free-
form specular surfaces, high reflection ratio and continuous
variation of curvature are two main challenges in our task.
The main original contributions with respect to these chal-
lenges of this paper are as follows:
• Provide a complete pipeline to plan the path of the line

scanner with respect to the given CAD (Computer-aided
design) mesh model.

• Design an ICP (Iterative Closest Point)-based registra-
tion method for localization of specular objects.

• Validate the developed automatic inspection system with
experiments using free-form specular objects.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Sec. 2
introduces the architecture of the system. Sec. 3 describes the
planning and control methods. Sec. 4 presents experimental
results. Sec. 5 gives final conclusion.

II. ROBOTIC SYSTEM

For an outstanding machine vision system for defect
inspection, highlighting defects and sufficient detection res-
olution are two fundamental requirements. Applying area
scan camera into inspection applications has several disad-
vantages, such as blurring, inspection speed, and restriction
of inspection range [5]. By contrast, the high-resolution,
high-frequency characteristics of the line scan camera make
it ideal for scanning surfaces with continuously varying
curvature [12]. Thus, a line scan camera, Basler raL2048-
48gm GigE camera, is used in our system. Generally, lighting
is always needed in the field of machine vision to enhance the
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Fig. 2: Architecture of the proposed robotic inspection system.
(a) Linux PC. (b) UR3 robot manipulator. (c) Network router.
(d) Orbbec Astra S depth camera. (e) Image acquisition system,
including line scan camera, line light and a holder. (f) Analog
control box high power LED strobe.
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Fig. 3: Preprocessing for input mesh model: (a) Typical free-
form CAD mesh model. (b) Sampled point cloud. (c) Conceptual
explanation of irrelevant points filtering.

difference between the defects and the background. Focusing
on specular surfaces, dark-field illumination configuration is
always adopted [13], in which only the light encountering the
defects passes into the camera. Thus, the image acquisition
system also includes a line lighting to cooperate with the line
scan camera.

Fig. 2(a) illustrates the architecture of our proposed robotic
prototype. A network router and ROS [14] are used to estab-
lish a local network and communicate different components
in the system.

III. METHODOLOGY

A. Preprocessing

We firstly obtain a point cloud from meshes by randomly
selecting a given number of points on each triangle via [2].
An example about a mesh model and sampled point cloud
M are shown in Fig. 3(a) and (b), respectively. Each point
in M is a vector ~m = [x y z]T . Generally, only the exterior
surface of the object is emphasized in defect inspection of
quality control, while the sampled M includes points from
all faces of the object. The irrelevant points are not only
useless for our scanning, but also affect the following feature
extraction procedure. Hence, we try to filter them out in this
preprocessing section.

In order to define irrelevant points mathematically, we
consider them as the closer one along a search direction from
the center~c to the space. At first, the center~c is defined as

~c = ∑
NM
i=0 ~mi

NM
(1)

where ~mi is i-th point of M, and NM is the size of M.
The next step is to eject multiple search lines from~c to the

surface in different directions. We utilize a sphere coordinate
to distribute the lines evenly [15].

~lθ ,φ = [r sinθ cosφ r sinθ sinφ r cosθ ]T (2)
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Fig. 4: Conceptual representation of K-means based region seg-
mentation. (a) Normal estimation. (b) Random K feature vectors
initialization and classification in terms of each normal vector. (c)
Feature vectors update. (d) Region pose adjustment.

where r,θ ,φ represent radius, polar angle, and azimuthal
angle, respectively. Illustrated in Fig. 3(c), we ought to
look for the points on each search line and select the one
whose Euclidean distance to the center is biggest. Due to the
sampling discreteness, we consider the points whose distance
to the search line is smaller than a threshold as intersection
points. The distance between i-th point ~mi and line~lθ ,φ can
be computed by

d =
~qi ·~lθ ,φ∣∣∣~lθ ,φ ∣∣∣ . (3)

where ~qi = ~mi−~c, and each line~lθ ,φ is calculated by (2).
Among those points on the search line, only the point farthest
from ~c with Euclidean distance will be saved. At last, we
implement an alternative iteration search to filter out repeated
points.

B. Region Segmentation

Although there are different algorithms in the field of point
cloud segmentation [16], most of them focus on absorbing
points on the edge of the existing clusters instead of global
similarity, which is not applicable to our issue. Here, we
formulate the region segmentation issue as a clustering
analysis problem [17]. In our method, we build on K-means
clustering [18], an unsupervised classification algorithm to
partition the free-form surface into regions.

It is intuitive that the normal vectors of all points of
a flat plane are completely the same. Thus, our region
segmentation depends on normal estimation from PCL [19].
Illustrated in Fig. 4(a), the normal vector of a point is
~ni = [nx ny nz]

T . Facing the continuous varying curvature,
however, it is impossible to obtain complete flat planes. Our
solution is setting an allowable angle difference between the
normal of points and the representative normal vector of the
region.

At the beginning, we initialize K normal vectors
(~r1,~r2, ...,~rK) for regions (R1,R2, ...,RK). Illustrated in Fig.
4(b), for each normal ~ni, we measure the similarity between
it and feature vectors of different regions respectively:

αi j = arccos(
~ni ·~r j

|~ni| · |~r j|
). (4)

With this similarity measurement, we emphasize the region
R j whose angle difference with ~ni is smallest, classifying ~ni
as one component of the region R j. After the classification,
each region R j consists of several normal vectors. To improve



the representative performance of feature vectors, shown in
Fig. 4(c), we use the average normal to update~r j:

~r j =

1
N j

∑
N j
i=1~ni

|| 1
N j

∑
N j
i=1~ni||

. (5)

where ~ni is the normal of i-th point in j-th region R j, and
N j is the size of region R j.

Originally, K, the number of clusters, is the only hyper-
parameter of K-means clustering. Since the prior knowledge
about the workpiece is unknown, it is impossible to set an
optimal K in advance. To overcome this issue, our algorithm
is able to tune the value of K automatically until termination,
which the condition is

maxαi j < γ. (6)

i is the index of normal ~ni, j is the index of the point’s cor-
responding region R j. Here, αi j denotes the angle difference
between each normal vector ~ni and its corresponding feature
vector ~r j of classified region R j. γ is a pre-defined angle
threshold, representing the level of the segmentation.

As discussed above, the whole segmentation algorithm
includes two loops, an inner loop for classification and an
outer loop for increasing the value of K. For a small value
K, it is general that an available solution is impossible to
acquire no matter how many loops the algorithm iterates.
Thus, we ought to set the maximum limit for the number
of iterations. When the number of iterations σK with respect
to the current K exceeds the pre-defined threshold σT , the
inner loop of current K is stopped. The algorithm switches
to the outer loop for increasing the value of K as K←K +1.
Then, the algorithm enters the inter loop again to search the
solution.

C. Path Planning

After region segmentation, the shape of each region R j
is various and irregular. This path planning algorithm takes
regions (R1,R2, ...RNR) as input and output scanning path
according to the acquisition model of line scan camera and
shortest path criteria. At first, to simplify the following plan-
ning procedure, we implement an adjustment to transform
each region R j by three 4× 4 matrices, as shown in Fig.
4(d). The detailed explanation is:

1) TZ : Rotate~r j to ~Z = (0,0,1).
2) Txy : Translate to x-y plane Z = 0.
3) TP : Rotate around Z-axis to minimize the projection

length along Y-axis ~Y = (0,1,0).
To apply our high-resolution image acquisition sub-system

to inspect free-form surfaces, normal deviation is the most
important factor of the sensing quality. Cooperating with the
line lighting, the difference between the surface normal and
the facing direction of the line scan camera should be small
enough to avoid the shiny spot phenomenon. Thus, we should
ensure the curvature of the free-form region with respect to
a linear scanning path should not exceed the scanning range
of the camera [20].
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Fig. 5: Path planning with respect to a patch Tjk. The cyan plane
represents a patch and two frames ~χ1

jk and ~χ1
jk denote two scanning

poses of the camera.

To meet the facing direction requirement, we divide the
region R j into patches that can be scanned with a one-
way linear motion. Similar to the above K-means region
segmentation, we partition the region R j along the motion
direction of the camera into k j patches (Tj1,Tj1, ...Tjk j) that
meet the condition (Eq. 6).

After patch division, we plan the start and the end of the
scanning with respect to patch Tjk, as shown in Fig. 5:

~χ1
jk = ~ψ1

jk +w ·~t jk, ~χ2
jk = ~ψ2

jk +w ·~t jk (7)

where ~ψ1
jk = [xmin εy εz]

T and ~ψ2
jk = [xmax εy εz]

T , xmax and
xmin are the maximum and minimum values of patch Tjk
along the x-axis, respectively. εy and εz are elements of
~ε jk, computed by (1) respect to patch Tjk. w denotes the
working distance, the distance between the front end of the
lens and the subject; and~t jk is the average normal of patch
Tjk computed by (5).

For orientation, the normal direction of camera is ~η jk =

−~t jk. In addition, the moving direction of the line scan
camera for patch Tjk is ~τ jk =~x = (1,0,0). After the detailed
definition, the planned poses should return to their original
position before the adjustment. Hence, the whole definition
about the pose ~pi

jk is:

~pi
jk =

{
Tinv

P ·~χ
i
jk,T

inv
R ·~η

i
jk,T

inv
R ·~τ

i
jk

}
(8)

where Tinv
P = T−1

Z ·T−1
xy ·T−1

P and Tinv
R = T−1

Z ·T
−1
P . ~χ i

jk, ~η i
jk

and ~τ i
jk are 4×1 vectors in homogeneous coordinates.

After computing the scanning path Pjk for patch Tjk, we
can stack them as a complete scanning path Pj for region
R j. In order to obtain a complete path for the workpiece,
we integrate the path Pj of different regions R j into a
whole scanning path based on shortest path criteria. Here,
we build on the theory of Nearest Neighbor Search [21],
whose principle is searching the nearest region in the rest of
unscanned regions as the next one after finishing the current
region.

D. Localization

Since the above path planning is based on the object’s
frame, we need a transformation matrix BTO =

[
RB|~tB

]
between it and robot base’s frame to control the manipulator,
where RB is a 3× 3 rotation matrix and ~tB is a 3× 1
translation column vector.
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Fig. 6: Procedures of the projection registration algorithm: (a) Hand-
eye calibration. (b) Real experiment setup. (c) Projection point
cloud Hpro j and capturing point cloud Gpo. (d) Two boundary point
clouds Hbd and Gbd .

To measure the transformation, we utilize a depth camera
to capture the 3D points of the specular object. A hand eye
calibration [22] should be conducted in advance to describe
the relationship between the robot and the camera, as shown
in Fig. 6(a):

BTC =B TE ·E TM ·M TC (9)

where C represents the depth camera, B is robot base, E
represents the end-effector of the robot manipulator, and M
represents AR markers on the calibration board. BTE can be
achieved by robot forward kinematics. ETM is determined
by our designed calibration board. MTC is detected by the
RGB-D camera via [23].

Although depth camera is able to obtain 3D points about
the object, its performance is strongly affected due to the
high reflection rate of the specular surface. Thus, we propose
a projection registration method to deal with this issue. Fig.
6(b) illustrates the setting of our system, where an RGB-D
camera is mounted on top of the workspace.

Hpo and Gpo denote the designed pose and the actual pose
of the object in robot’s frame respectively. A hole appears
in Gpo because it is blocked by the specular surface of the
object, as shown in Fig 6(c). Given the manipulation plane
A · x+B · y+C · z+D = 0 in robot’s frame, we project Hpo
to it to get Hpro j:

~hpro j
i =~hpo

i − (~f ·~hpo
i ) ·~f (10)

where ~f = [A B C D]T is vector representation of the
parameteric plane; ~hpo

i and ~hpro j
i are i-th point in homoge-

nous coordinates of Hpo and Hpro j respectively. Given Hpro j
and Gpo, we can extract their boundaries to compute their
transformation matrix. [19] offered a function to extract the
boundary of Hpro j, denoted as Hbd . For Gpo, we adopt a
method similar to Fig. 3(c) to achieve that, denoted as Gbd .
Finally, we can use the classical ICP [24] algorithm to derive
the least square transformation matrix DTO between Hbd and
Gbd . Then, BTO can be obtained by BTO =B TD ·D TO.

Fig. 7: Experiment setup of the inspection task. The experimental
subject specular side-mirror is placed on the manipulation plane.

E. Control

With the transformation matrix BTO =
[

RB|~tB
]
, we

obtain the scanning path in the robot’s frame by

~pB =
{BTO ·~χO,RB ·~ηO,RB ·~τO

}
(11)

where ~ηO and~τO are 3×1 column vectors, and ~χO is a 4×1
column vector in homogeneous coordinates.

Every pose should be a 6×1 column vector, representing
the position and the rotation vector in the robot frame to
control the robot [25], [26]. Instead of using the original end-
effector of the manipulator to implement the scanning path,
we set the TCP (Tool Center Point) in end-effector’s frame
as our image acquisition sub-system to reach the scanning
poses. For position, ~χB =B TO ·~χO can directly define the
desired position of the end-effector. For orientation, we
need to obtain the complete transformation for the desired
directions (~ηB =RB ·~ηO and~τB =RB ·~τO). Then, we acquire
the rotation vector ~ξ B via [27]. Finally, the 6×1 pose vector
is ~π = [~χT ~ξ

T
]T .

IV. RESULTS

A. Experiment Setup

The experimental setup of our system is illustrated in Fig.
7. A UR3 manipulator from Universal Robots is used to
achieve a six-DOF path. The line lighting and line scan
camera are equipped with the end-effector of the UR3
manipulator via our designed holder. An Orbbec astra depth
camera is mounted on top of the manipulation space, sens-
ing the visual information of the manipulation plane. The
transformation matrix between the depth camera and the
UR3 manipulator is calibrated by ArUco markers in advance.
Velocity and acceleration of the manipulator are empirically
set as 0.05m/s and 0.05m/s−2 due to safety reasons. A
specular side mirror from the automotive industry is taken
as an experimental workpiece, placed on the manipulation
plane. Several defects are added manually on the specular
surface and the observation results from professional workers
are regarded as the benchmark of this inspection task.

The lens used in our platform is Cinegon 1.8/16-0901.
Working distance w of the line scan camera is set as 15.7mm
according to the focal length of the lens.
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Fig. 8: (a)-(c), (d)-(f) and (g)-(i) are region segmentation results
of side mirror, mouse and bottle respectively with different angle
thresholds γ . (j)-(l) are simplified scanning paths for regions respect
to side mirror, mouse and bottle respectively.

In order to comprehensively evaluate the performance of
our proposed system in this challenging task, we consider
three vital elements in this section:

1) Robustness and computation efficiency of region seg-
mentation and path planning with respect to different
free-form shapes.

2) Registration error between the projection boundary of
the CAD model and the detected boundary after the
indirect alignment.

3) Accuracy of automatic defects detection over the cap-
tured images with our proposed image processing.

B. Path Planning Performance

One of the challenges of our task is the variety of object
shapes. The CAD mesh models of a side mirror, a mouse, and
a bottle are applied in this section to validate the robustness
in terms of different free-form shapes. In addition, different
input parameters are tested to compare their results.

Fig. 8 (a)-(i) (different colors represent different regions)
illustrate the region segmentation results with respect to
corresponding free-form objects and input parameters. It is
intuitive that each region in the figure is connected and
smooth. We can conclude from these intuitive results that
our K-means unsupervised region segmentation algorithm is
able to deal with different convex free-form objects.

The mathematical results, including the number of regions
and efficiency, are shown in Table I. Given the threshold γ ,
our algorithm ensures the maximum angle difference with
the representative feature vector lower than our requirement.
Even if the sampling density increases and the shape of the
workpiece varies, our algorithm is robust enough to find the
available solution.

After region segmentation, our path planning algorithm
takes the region segmentation result and the image acqui-
sition optical parameters as input and outputs the scanning
path. Fig. 8 (j)-(l) illustrates the achieved scanning path with
respect to different regions. This conceptual representation
shows our path planning meets the distance-optimal criteria
in the face of various shapes of regions.

TABLE I: Path Planning Performance

Object NE γ NR T(s)

Side Mirror 4807
20 30 12
18 36 17
15 45 26

Mouse 3855
20 39 11
18 40 17
15 58 34

Bottle 7823
20 42 23
18 55 34
15 75 68

NE : size of exterior point cloud. γ : angle threshold in region segmentation.
NR : number of regions. T (s) : computation time for K-means region
segmentation.
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Fig. 9: Results of projection registration for specular surfaces.
(a) Intuitive comparison between CAD mesh projection boundary
and RGB-D camera capture boundary. (b) C2C absolute distances
between them.

C. Registration

Precise localization with respect to the workpiece in the
robot’s frame is another prerequisite of high-quality image
acquisition. Even if the region segmentation is acceptable on
the accurate CAD mesh model, the noisy registration results
will make the camera unable to align with the inspection
workpiece.

In this section, we take the specular side mirror as our ex-
perimental subject, as shown in Fig. 7. To test the accuracy of
our indirect registration algorithm, we consider the boundary
of clean CAD model projection as the ground truth. For our
measurement, we apply our proposed projection registration
algorithm to process the raw point cloud captured by the
depth camera. Finally, we implement the ICP algorithm to
registrate the ground truth and the boundary extracted from
the measurement. The intuitive comparison results are shown
in Fig. 9(a). Compared with the clean ground truth, the
boundary of the measurement is more discrete and rough.

We take [2] as the measurement metric to compare the
captured boundary with the ground truth mathematically, as
shown in Fig. 9(b). The error mean and standard deviation
are 4.842× 10−3 and 3.548× 10−3 respectively. Such low
errors can guarantee the performance of our path planning
with respect to the mesh model of the workpiece. In analysis,
there are two componenets in this error. For one thing,
the uncertainty of the Orbbec Astra 3D camera in depth
measurements is bounded by ±15mm with a 2500mm range
[28]. For another, we can notice that the registration error of
the region with higher curvature is higher. That is because
this situation is more challenging for the camera to eject the
straight sensing optical lines.
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Fig. 11: Image processing pipeline and its corresponding results
(a)-(d).

D. Detection Accuracy

After the procedures of path planning and workpiece
localization, we acquire the scanning path in robot’s frame to
implement the automatic inspection procedure. Constrained
by the operational space of the UR3 manipulator, a small
part of the specular side mirror is selected to conduct the
experiments to illustrate the idea and validate our method,
as shown in Fig. 10(a). Fig. 10(b) illustrates the region
segmentation result and scanning path.

After the implementation of the robotic inspection proce-
dure, we obtain several images about the specular surface,
as shown in Fig. 11(a). However, there are many small
white dots in the images. That’s because some dusts are
captured in the view due to the high resolution of the line
scan camera. For the purpose of improving the detection
performance, we develop a image processing pipeline as
shown in Fig. 11. Firstly, we utilize Gaussian smoothing
to filter out the optical measurement noise. Next, we obtain
binary images for feature extraction via Canny edge operator
[29]. Due to the high contrast between the small dusts and
the background, they are also considered as edges in the
binary images. However, small dusts aren’t considered as
unqualified defects in quality control. Thus, deeper image
processing is necessary to deal with this issue. The final
step is the contour sketch and area approximation [30] to
connect the adjacent pixels in the image. Instead of disposing
discrete pixels, it is more effective to detect defects according
to the connected contour. Based on the approximated area

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 12: (a)-(d) The captured images of the line scan camera and
corresponding detection results.

TABLE II: Defect Detection Results

Part TP FP FN Precision Recall F-meas
R1 20 3 0 0.870 1.000 0.930
R2 9 3 0 0.750 1.000 0.857
R3 11 1 2 0.917 0.846 0.880
R4 12 4 3 0.750 0.800 0.774
R5 10 5 0 0.667 1.000 0.800

TP is true positive, FP is false positive, and FN is false negative.

of contours, we tune a threshold s to judge if a contour is a
defect or not, as shown in Fig. 11(d).

Fig. 12(a)-(d) illustrate other results with this image pro-
cessing algorithm. The red squares represent the detected
defects in the images. We use precision ρ , recall υ , and
F-measure ι to evaluate the detection performance of this
algorithm.

ρ = T P/(T P+FP), υ = T P/(T P+FN)

ι = 2 · (ρ ·υ)/(ρ +υ)
(12)

where T P, FP and FN denote true positive, false positive and
false negative, respectively. The accuracy of the algorithm
with respect to different regions is shown in Table II.
The results reveal that our system performs well in defect
detection for the specular surface.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we demonstrate a flexible automatic defect
inspection system with the help of a robotic manipulator and
an image acquisition sub-system. We propose a robust region
segmentation algorithm to meet the smoothness requirement
of the camera. We also design a projection registration
method to localize the object in robot’s frame. Experiments
show the superiority of the system.

However, there are some limitations in our system. For
one thing, deeper analysis about the sensing model of the
image acquisition model is useful to ensure the inspection
completeness. For another, the scanning path should be
optimized to improve the efficiency.
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